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           31st May, 2019 

 
Dawood defends stagnant exports 
Adviser on Commerce, Textile, Industry, Production and Investment Abdul Razak Dawood on 
Thursday said that 313 Pakistani products will be declared ''duty-free'' by China. Adviser on 
Commerce, Textile, Industry, Production and Investment Abdul Razak Dawood says Pakistan is 
heading towards the right economic direction and its export level is also increasing. Addressing a 
news conference along with Special Assistant on Information and Broadcasting Firdous Ashiq, he 
said the government is taking further measures with regard to increase in the country''s exports. 
 
To a query, he said that the government has yet to take final decision on the withdrawal of sales tax 
zero-rating on export sectors. He said providing market access to businessmen is imperative for 
achieving the target of enhancement of exports of the country and we achieved success in this regard 
as well. 
 
Advisor to Prime Minister on commerce Abdul Razak Dawood in a press briefing expressed 
happiness on the successful arrival of stranded Pakistani prisoners in Malaysia. 315 prisoners of 
Pakistani descent were freed from Malaysian prisons after completion of their jail terms. Taking over 
proceedings, Dawood expanded on trade and business related matters of the state, saying: There has 
been a lot of talk about our export''s suffering and people question related to our export figures quite 
often, I would like to clear the air on our exports." 
 
"We must take a look at the global trade, global trade has suffered a 3 percent decline due to the US-
China ''trade war'', due to global trade decline our primary target markets have reduced prices on the 
products we are importing, prices have been reduced up to 7.2%." 
 
Adding further, Dawood said that there is no significant change in the export figures from last year, 
"where global trade has suffered a 3% deficit Pakistan has maintained it''s export figures to that of 
last year which is a positive indication, a reasonably good performance." 
 
Continuing on Dawood counted the quantum increase in export items quoting increments in the 
garments and textile sector. "Our trade imports have decreased by $4 billion which is an indicator 
that Pakistan is moving towards self reliance and our trade gap is closing." 
 
The commerce advisor expressed hope that the upcoming year will yield even better trade results for 
the country if market access is provided to the businessman. 
 
Shedding light on the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with China, Dawood said that they have added 
an additional clause to the agreement empowering Pakistan to reserve the right that if Pakistan''s 
industry suffers due to China then Pakistan can take ''safeguard measures'' which consist of short and 
long-term measures. 
 
"A business delegation from Pakistan is heading to China on June 17, and I myself will go to China 
in July and then a major delegation will embark towards China in November," revealed Dawood. 
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"We aim to bring investments from China and increase our exports to China," he added. Answering a 
question related to the Judiciary, Awan opined, "The Supreme Judicial Council (SJC) has noticed 
attorney general of Pakistan for June 14 along with other stakeholders, due to binding law of the SJC 
demanding secrecy an in-camera briefing is held and till the SJC does not set terms and priorities 
pertaining to the verdict and gives us clear instructions, we are lawfully bound to not share that 
information with the media." 
 
Awan announced that the Minister for Law will hold a briefing on whatever decision is undertaken 
by the SJC. Special Assistant on Information and Broadcasting Firdous Ashiq Awan said bringing 
back 320 stranded Pakistanis from Malaysia through a special flight is a valuable gift from Prime 
Minister Imran Khan to people. She said the government is committed to improving the living 
standards of underprivileged segments of society. 
 
Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information and Broadcasting Firdous Ashiq Awan has 
said the economy is heading towards improvement as a result of difficult decisions taken by the PTI 
government. In a tweet on Thursday, she said that despite payment of record debt during the 
financial year 2018-19, trade deficit was reduced by eight percent while remittances witnessed an 
increase of nine percent. 
 
Firdous Ashiq Awan said the flag bearers of dynastic politics are disturbed that why did Prime 
Minister Imran Khan rid Pakistan of the dictatorial rule of two families? She said under the garb of 
Charter of Democracy, these flag bearers of dynastic politics had also fixed the turns of their 
children. Firdous Ashiq Awan said the people of Pakistan foiled their plot by giving genuine 
mandate to Imran Khan. 
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